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ELECTION Q$ OFFICERS : ■■ . ' .....

Mjb. PARIS (Morocco) nominated Mr., ^ijani Chelli (Tunisia) for

the office of Chairman.

■ - Mr. MAMAUOU TOURE (Mauritania), Mr. HOPOLO IiAIKP (People's

Republic of the Congo) and Mr. MESTSAH (Ghana) seconded the nomination.

Mr. Ti.jani Chelli (Tunisia) "was unanimously elected Chairman. ' ■ ■

.; .,' . . Mr.' LOKO (Dahomey) nominated Mr. Mensah (Ghana) for the

office'of ixret Vioe-Chairman. " " '

Mr. MgLAVADI (Kenya) seconded the nomination.

■ ' Mr. Mensah (Ghana) "was unanimously elected First. Vioe-Chairman.

Mr. MOPOLO IiADET (People's Republic of the Congo) nominated

Mr. Boundio (Central African Republic) for the office of Second

Vice-Chairman.

. ' ' fe. GABiXJU MAHAMAT (Chad). and Mr. .KAMjgHA (Democratic Republic

of the Congo) seconded the nomination.

. Mr. Boundio (Central 'African: Republic)" was unanimously, elected ' ;

1 Second Vice-Chairman. ■ ...

Mr, ..SYLLA (Senegal) nominated Mr. Belai Abbai (Ethiopia); for •

the'office of Rapporteur. .

Mr. Mm$AM (Ghana) and Mr. MOPOLO. -DASET (People1 s Republic of

the Congo) seconded the nomination.

Mr. Belai Abbai .(Ethiopia.) was unanimously elected Rapporteur* ....

""■:'■ • Mr.. Tjjani .Chelli (Tunisia.) -took the -.Chair. .;. ■ ■. ; ■ .

The CEAIBMAff thanked the'Commission on behalf of. the Tunisian

Government-and on his :own .behalf for the1 confidence it had shown in his

country by electing him Chairman.
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ADOPTION OF TEE AGENDA AND ORGANISATION OF WOEK (E/CN-14/49l/Rey.2) ■

"Mr. ABEBKOfE (Algeria), referring to..the decision-taken the .

previous day.at the- private "meeting of heads of delegation/ called upon

the Commission- to adopt the provisional.agenda immediately and without

change;.- ..'.-.' ■ .. .... '.. ' ■ " ' "; . -..-. .,' . ,>.:. ■ ■■' '■; -

'" ' '''"' Mr. TH&NI (Tunisia), speaking-o"nr behalf 'of the four countries

which had;,alttend§.& TJNI-DO's last .meeting at Vienna,".- namely., ;'Gabon?.-the

Democratic. .Republic of Congo, Tunisia, and the United AraV-fiepublic,

requested-the inclusion in the agenda of the question of-the,. Special

International Conference of UMISO,

Mr.. KA.MSIIA (Democratic Republic of Congo) suggested that

■ that quest-ion should- be ■■examined' at the same time as item 9 of "the"

provisional agenda. .-■..•>. ■ ;

It was so decided."

On that understanding; the provisional agenda (e/CNo 14/4-9l/Hev.g)

was adopted.' ' . r- '■■'

CHAIRMAN■proposed that, as agreed .at the unofficial meeting

of heads of--delega%ion,---the Commission should study, its "agenda, in plenary-

session, meeting1 twice a day,

11 w£s ^so_ „decided. .

MEMBERSHIP A2JD ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP OF THH .COMMISSION (e/CN.14/511$

E/CN.14/INF/52) ' ■- : ' ■ "■

Mr. PAW U (Chief, Regional Commissions Section,, United Nations

■Secretariat) j-affer;-describing the" ■ historical" background of the problem

of the representation of Ang-cela, .Guinea (Eis-sau)-, -Moaambiaue -aind-SiftmiTaia

in ECA, .informed, the -Commission that the representative of1 Ifemibir- had been

duly appointed. ■ .. ;. ■ ■ .■:■-. .

The representatives of the other three countries had'been nominated

too late for the Economic and Social Council to consider them at its' 1970

summer session and to submit its findings to the General Assembly at its
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twenty-fifth session. Those nominations would "be submitted to the

Council in its 1971 summer sessions and the Council would,transmit them

to the General Assembly at its next session for approval.. However, the

United" Hations Legal Adviser considered that the representatives whose

■ names had "been proposed could participate in the Commission's work as

observers. "'' ■ ■ ■

The Legal Adviser also considered that those representatives should

be appointed for a two-year period/; The nest nominations d.hould therefore,

be made in time to be examined" by the Economic'and Social Council .at its

1972 summer session.. "' . ■'. c1, ;■'■ -■;;■ \ , -■ '.• ■ ■

" Mr, MHAMAg" (Chad) said he hoped that the Commission would adopt

:a more expeditious procedure"so as"to enable Angola, Guinea (Bissau) and

■Mozambique'to .participate in ECA as associate members -beginning with the

third meeting,- of -the -Technical Committee of.Experts in 1972.

Hr.-ABBKKAEB (Algeria) associated himself ..with the "views expressed

by .the representative of Chad. Sver since the Executive'committee's first

meeting, Algeria Kao. urged that the unliberated African countries should

enjoy full membership of ECA. Kiose countries should henceforth be "

distributed according to the sub-regions to which they belonged geographic
ally.

. . Any legal problems that arose in that connexion should be brought to

the Commission's attention by .the secretariat so, that they could be

discussed and, if necessary, decisions feken.

Mr, MOPQIQ DADST (People's Republic of the Congo) said he was

S'lad to note that ECA was at last trying to find a positive solution to

the problem of decolonization. . He emphasized however, that in view of his

own country, the authenticity and effectiveness of the"struggle waged by

liberation movements were the sole criteria that should be taken into

account. Hie-delegation therefore reserved its right to state its views

on the merit of the various nominations made," sdien the time came to decide

who -should actually represent those countries.
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Mr. QLU-aAMJ (Nigeria) said'he' was .gratified that Namibia was

already represented in.SCA. He requested the Executive Secretary, in",

co-operation with African Governments, to do everything in his power to

ensure that the other three countries became associate members as soon as

possible, and in any case before the 1972 meeting of the Technical Committee

of. Experts. ■ ■ f '■ ■ '

Mr, GARDINER (Executive Secretary) noted the request, and said

ih& secretariat would endeavour to act in the manner indicated.

In reply to a question from Mr. MAEAMAT (Chad), Mr.- PAH-U (Chief,

■Regional Commissions Section,' United Nations Secretariat) explained that

the question of the representation of Angola, Guinea (Bissau) and Kosambique

would be considered by the General Assembly in 1971. Those countries could

therefore participate in ""EGA as associate members from 1972.

Replying to question from Mr. MEKTSAH (Ghana), Mr. PA?f U (Chief,

'Regional Commissions Section, United Nations Secretariat) said that the

letter addressed oy SCA to the United Ifetions on the question under

■consideration was dated 5 November 1970. The names of the participants

proposed by OAU must have reached the secretariat at the end of October or

at the beginning of'November 197Ou
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STATMECTTS BY 0BS3E73RS . - .:■-■■■• "■■ . -

■ ■ Mr. GARDINER (Executive'Secretary) informed the Commission.that

it had Keen decided, at the unofficial meeting of heads of delegation, to.

. hear observers from a number of organizations,

■ ' Mr. POGHOET (Observer for" the. Organization of African Unity.):, . ,--

speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, said that the time,had come ,

for'action and reflection- Although the most efficient approach -was to

"be specific about agenda items which related in particular to co-operation,,

between EGA and'OAU, "ii; "seemed worthwhile to draw attention to_ the fact

that the hopes which the Second United Nations Development .Decade had

kindled in the field of international solidarity had not materialized. : On

the contrary, the beginning- of the Decade .had been marked by steadily

worsening "■"conditions of international aid, a steady deterioration in terms..

, of trade :and the increasing egoism of the" industrial Powers. It was there

fore left-to Africans themselves to shoulder the initiative', the bulk -

if not all - the work, the- sacrifices and the discipline which could

engender, the economic and social development of their continent. They had

to assume primary and exclusive responsibility for development, and consider

any help from the outside world, howeve'r necessary, merely as a welcome

supplement. But if ECAwas to make a worthwhile .contribution to. their efforts,

it. must become an increasingly effective instrument .devoted solely to.the

promotion and identification of.the true interests of the peoples, of-Africa.

OAO", for its part, proposed to serve Africa's economic and social

development .by promoting the implementatlon1-of. measures to ensure the

rational use of the- continent1s: natural' and human resources. To that end,

it-." would.' fulfil the -responsibilities described in the Addis" Ababa'Memorandum

adoptedby the Headsr-of State' and- Government ;at the^-bime'the'1 Secdnd '"'

Development Decade ^as launched. ■ '" " --■•■■-■■•: ■ ■ \ ■■ ■■

In that struggle which should be undertaken as a £iattqr:of urgency,

it was for 3CA, through the use of its studies its knowledge of the

African situation and its financial and human resources,' to become the

first technical adviser to African Governments, both in planning and implement

ing their development plans. To that end, 33CA should strengthen its
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sub-regional structures and decentralize its activities while expanding,

its research, study and project preparation activities. The accomplishment

of that task would clearly require'not only greater technical, and financial

resources but also,a great deal of diplomacy and political perspicacity,

SCA should find such technical and financial resources Within

itself to some extent, "but mainly within the framework ,o.f the United; :

Nations.system to" which it belonged. It should co-ordinate and harmonize

the activities of the specialised agencies, whose efforts in .the .field \

were being directed towards the elimination of poverty. Within the frames

work 'of active co-operation with the African Development Bank, ECA should,

serve as a link between various sources of external financial development;

aid and'the governments of member 3tates. The question of the internal

reform of 3CA and of its secretariat, enabling it to accomplish that

task, should therefore "bs considered at the present session.

should use diplomacy and political perspicacity in its relations

■with the specialized agencies and those responsible for external sources

of financing, and above all in its relations with the governments of member

States.

In that task? it was assured of the co-operation of OAU and its

secretariat- The Addis Ababa Memorandum advocated, inter alia, the '

establishment, within the development machinery of member States and within

the sub-regional organisations., of a system of direct and permanent liaison

with the ECA and OAU secretariats. They would receive, more rapidly and

more frequently than in the past, data on economic and social trends in .

member States, and thus be in a better position to supplement and bring

up to -date the information which served as a basis for overall development

activities in Africa. That system would ensure, that sub-regional groupings

were better informed of the Commission's resources, potentialities and ; ■ ■

.problems. They would thus be able to make better use of the Commission and

gear'the activities of the J3CA secretariat more effectively to the changing

requirements of African development.

OAU was already giving political support -fp Africa's development

strategy drawn up by the Technical Commi-b-fcso a£ Experts.-for the- Q«oond-
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Decade, which corresponded to;the decisions of the Heads of State and

Government and supplemented the "basic elements of the Addis. Ababa .

Memorandum, and in particular t,he. programme of priorities it contained.

That strategy and programme of work should help., to strengthen-'the will

of JiiCA and OAU to serve Africa together.

. In- conclusion, he paid tribute to President Habib Bourguiba- and

to the Government and'people of Tunisia. The sacrifices they, had made

so .that the Conference might be aeld in Tunis were proof .pf .'Tunisia's

faith in.the future of Africa. ?t was to be hoped that, raalplsm would

prevail at the Conference, so tlxat the African continent would receive

fresh inspiration.

Mr. Mi MARY • (Int ernat i onal Bank for Reconstruction and Development)

said that Africa occupied a place of particular importance in the tforld

Bank Group's programme of-activity. Forecasts indicated that the volume

of activities in Africa from 1969 to 1973 would be three times greater

than in the five previous years. :

In the fiscal- year 197^? the Bank's commitments in Africa had

totalled <f<460 million, or 17 per cent of the annual average for the .

period 1964-1968.

Referring* to the views expressed in the document on Africa's ■

development strategy in the 1970s? he said that the Bank and EGA disagreed

.only on the relative importance which should be attached to various ■ .:

development sectors. For example? the Bank attached priority to agriculture.

because no matter how speedy the. development of industry, agriculture

would long.remain the vital sector in most African economies. , ■ . .



The effor.tsj however valuable, made "by BCA to encourage the formation

of common markets would take- time to bt£ar fruit? consequentlys 'the

introduction of modern agricultural techniques appeared to■be■a priority

objective for the 1-970's in Africa.

In'that connexion, the Bank, together with UitDP" and FAG^was

sponsoring the formation of-a .consultative group1 for>'ivn1iernati6'nal

agricultural research. :

In the industrial field? the Bank was seeking to create local papital

markets and to Help African entrepreneurs to establish and expand their

businesses. " ' ' ■

Development banks were also receiving increased financing, following

a recent decision to extend such assistance■to government-owned banks.

More tourism development projects would also be financed during the next -

decade.

Education was also regarded as a priority area by the Bank, which

had financed more education projects in Africa than in the rest of the

world. It was believed that careful planning of education systems was one

of the soundest forms of investment to be made in developing countries.

'The Bank and the International Development Association (IDA) were trying

to concentrate their assistance on those parts of the education process

which were most closely connected with the economic progress of the countries

concernedj and to make1 such assistance more efficient and more relevant to

those countries1 needs. ,..-..

Educational credits were granted only after detailed examination'of

the educational system, taking due acount of the manpower needs of the

country concerned. The oredits were therefore designed to support

simultaneous improvements at a number of levels? from the qualitative as

well as quantitative standpoints.

The Bank was also prepared to experiment with new techniques in the

field of education, such as instructional television^ programmed learning

and audio-visual devices. Thus,, a loan to the Ivory Coast included support

for educational television facilities on an experimental basis.
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: The Bank continued to finance projects in the transport, pow^r1 and

telecommunications "sectors? and was seeking to go "beyond national boundaries

in order to link those facilities. It was co-operating with 3CA. and.

tFHDP, under the auspices of African Development. Bank in,^studies of the'

possibilities of continental" links in the field of transport, tele

communications and power. ,

An integrated approach should .also.be adopted to deal with the

urbanization problem. ' .

In general, the Bank, like SGA,.belieyed that it. was for the country

.concerned' to co-ordinate technical assistance and set up the necessary

/machinery.-1 . • ■ -- ' _

Similarly, within the framework of the African strategy, efforts should

bo made to ensure that an increasing proportion of the national income

would be devoted to development financing.

With Regard to the increasing external debt burden, he stressed that

repayment capabilities/ which were governed l>^ the national .income, should

not.be exceeded. ' ' -

An effort was also being made to finance projects through IDA ■

low-interest loans (35 per cent over the past three years).

Lastly, he referred to one problem which was not dealt with in ,the

document on Africa's development strategy, namely population and

unemployment, an area which raised ethical, political, social as well as

technical difficulties. In that connexion, the Bank had, in June 1970?

granted its first loan to Jamaica for a family planning project? Tunisia

might also receive aid in that- sector in the near future.

'. Mr.-ABDKL MHMAN .(Executive Director of the United Nations . ■

Industrial Deyelopment.Organization) gave a summary of the two documents

submitted by his'Organisation '(E/CNiiu/L. 387 and SI/CN.I4/L.38B).

In 1979, the .activities of UNi:DO had involved &4-5 million, and . . .

assistance had been provided to forty-one countries and regional

organizations in Africa. In addition, there were twenty-five'Special

Rind projects in the industrial field totalling more than $30 million.
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UNI DO was establishing a network of industrial information centres

in four African countries, and was financing the construction of combined

foundries and mechanical workshops in Sudan and Somalia.

■■ Altnough its operational programmes had almost tripled in less than

four years, UNIlO's activities covered only one per. cent of the needs

of the developing countries* UNIB3Ts experience had enabled it-to-

identify the difficulties posed by aid to the developing countries in the

field of industry, and to work out certain possible solutions.

The United Nations General Assembly had therefore decided to organize

a Special International Conference of UNIDO at. Vienna in June 1971.

Several groups and bodies had already held meetings to decide upon the

position they would adopt at.that Conference^ it would be desirable if

participation in the Conference .were at the highest level and if African

Governments decided to compare their experiences and harmonize their

proposals. OAU and 3CA could undoubtedly play a very important role in

that regard.

With respect- to Africa, the volume of UNIDO's operations had more

than doubled in three ye?.rs. It was that continent which headed the list

in the allocation of funds. UNIDO had concluded formal agreements with

SCA and had drawn up programmes for concrete action. Ttfhile the results

achieved were satisfactory, they were still faj? from meeting the needs

of African countries, and should be improved In the future.

Since I968, UFIDO and £CA had been seeking to develop a unified

programme of action. Co-operation was required in order to provide African

countries with advice and aid in connexion with their industrialization

plans, implementation policies and techniques to be applied. UNIIX) was

already financing the services of five regional industrial advisers -

working in EGA, as well as seven industrial development field, advisers.

In addition, UNIIX) was pursuing its co-operation with OAU, either

.directly or within the framework of joint OAtl/sCA activities.'

Co-operation between UNI DO and. 3CA should be based on a rational

division, of.labour,.which could make it possible to combine the staff and
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other resources of the two organizations "to serve the interests of

industrialization in Africa to the best possible extent." Worthwhile

achievements could therefore be expected? in particular with regard to

the review and assessment of industrial -development within the framework

of the oecond United Nations Development Decade.

Mr. YIHCENT (African Development Bank) welcomed the co-operation

which existed between SCA and his organization, and more particularly ■

the flexible arrangements which permitted meetings of departmental

.directors5 in addition, there was a Co-ordinating Committee', which comprised ,

representatives of ADB, EGA-, IBRD and URDP, and which dealt with" ^pre-investment

studies affecting several African countries in the fields of power, tele

communications and transport, .... ' . ,

-EGA and ADB "were studying the possibility of convening, at Abidjan,

a .meeting of representatives; of African inter-governmental organizations

concerned primarily with economic questions with a view to harmonizing

■their activities and minimizing duplication of" efforts.

The" main constraints to economic'growth in Africa was the smallness

of national markets.. .Efforts were being made to remedy the situation

through co-operative arrangements between neighbouring countries, such

as those between Ghana and the'Entente States, and among- the members of

the Organization of Senegal River States, the Maghreb Consultative

Committee and the East African Community.

Another constraint was the shortage of capital, a problem which could '

be solved by the mobilization of national resources. There remained, ■

however, a gap of about 25 per cent which must be made good by external .

financing.

ADB was feeling the need for capital on concessionary terms. In

order to obtain such funds, which were necessary for the c^atioH of an

infrastructure in Africa? tHe Bank had, in November 1966, requested

capital-exporting countries to participate in the establishment of an

African Development Fund which would be able to grant loans on particularly

favourable terms.' African Governments e°uld promote the early establishment

of that fund by making the project better known at the international level.
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The 3CA secretariat had co-operated with AEB in the creation of the

proposed African Development Rind and that" of SIMHA. SIMDA was a

multinational private development finance company, with an authorised

capital of $50 million and a paid-up capital of $12.5 million, whose

purpose it wp,s to finance viable and productive enterprises in African

countries. Its participants included AJB and other banks, as well as

financial institutions and industrial companies in ^Europe, the United-;Kingdom,

North America and -Japan.

The paid-up capital of ADB itself was now $68 million, and its

membership comprised 'thirty-two independent African States. It was to

be hoped that other African States would seek -membership.

The Bank had so far made sixteen loans totalling *3O-5 million.

It was actively considering twenty projects in fourteen countries for

financing in 1971? involving commitments of some $36 million. It should

■, be possible to finance another forty projects in 1972 or 1973, involving

and investment of over §60 million.

If the financial constraints on the Bank's operations were■removed?

it would be able to double the volume of its activities.

Mr. IT.BEETLE (ivory Coast) thought, with regard to the -statement

by the IBRD representative, that consideration should be given to the

possibility of further relaxing the conditions on which loans were made

to African countries, and especially to the least developed.

ADB should also seek to become better acquainted with the problems

Of the African countries and regional co-operation as, for example, ■

between the Entente States and1 Ghana, should be continued.

He would refer at a later stage to the establishment of an African

Development !&und. ■ . ...-'■;
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REPORT OF .THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ■ ■ ■ ....■■ " " ■ ■ ■

(a) 'Report''by "the Chairman on the work of 'the"'Committees

(b) Report by the Executive Secretary "based on answers, to. the ..

Secretary-General's questionnaire for the study.on regional

structures (e/CH.14/513). ■

.'Mr, M, SYLLA (Senegal), Chairman of Vie Executive Committee,,

recalled that, pursuant to resolution 188(IX), *e Executive. Committee, had

met. four times siace its establishment. - ...

. At its first meeting, the Committee had- decided' tovapp!roa:Gh-the Economic

.and Social Council to secure its endorsement of tie resolutions-adopted at

the Commission's ninth sessions., at its forty-seventh session, the Council

had adopted resolution 1442(XL¥Il)j by which it atdorsed Commission

.resolutions l88(ix) and ia?(lX)?. .and had recommenced that the. regional

economic commissions should play a more active role in the implementation

of operational programmes relating to economic arc social' activities.

., The.General Assembly, in turn? had adopted resolution 2563(XXIV) on

the role of the regional commissions in the Second Development Decade, the

implementation of which had led to the establishment of inter-disciplinary

development advisory,teams.

The Executive Committee had also, at its fi^st meeting, expressed the

opinion that its members were serving on United Rations bodies in their

individual capacities atd not as representatives of their government, since

they represented specific .groups of countries. Conseq.uen.tly, their travel

and'-subsistence expenses/should be ...borne by the United Nations in accordance

with operative paragraph 3i>) (i) of General Assemcly resolution 1798(XVll).

A draft resolution along those lines (E/L.1335) had been submitted to the

Economic''and;Social Council in July 1970^'and consideration of'the" question

had been deferred to the Council's fifty-first session.."'_'"

At its first/meeting,.the Executive,Committee had further recommended,

that,the reports of. the technical.Committee of Experts,should be transmitted

through it to the .Conference; of :Minister.s? .and had submitted a draft

resolution to. that effect which was contained in annex 7 to the Report of

the fourth meeting of the Executive Committee (e/cIT. 14/498)- : .
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At its second meeting, the Committee had decided, after examining the

reports of the economic «o-operation missions, to support the maintenance of

the present four sub-regions and to■: revest -that more assistance should "be

provided to the sub-regional, groups with a view to strengthening, economic

integration in the region. ' : ■ , ;

At its fourth meeting, the Committee had examined .the"questionnaire

for like study on regional'structures prepared--1?y ^the^Secret.ary-General in

accordance with Economic''and Social Council resolution' 1553(XLIX), and had

recommended that member States should, take the opportunity of- reaffirming

the Committee's decision.that the. Commission should.be assigned a more

dynamic and important role, ■ ■ ,...

■ Throughout the coiirse"o-f. its work, the Committee'had been very conscious

of the-weed for the region;to make its contribution to the preparation and

implementation of the''measures called for by the international development,

strategy, and from its discussions had emerged Africa's Strategy for

Development in the 1970s,

If the challenge to the Third World, and particularly to Africa, was

to be accepted, it was essential that the Commission's machinery should be

rationalised so as to ensure its- dynamic and effective organization. It

might well be advisable to determine Africa's place in the world economic

context, and thes gap separating it from other developing regions and from the ,

developed countries, before considering the problems posed by that situation

and 'by the role which the Commission ought to play.

In the 1960s, the United nations had set as an objective to be attained

during the First Development Decade- an average annual growth rate of 5 per

cent of the gross domestic product. ' ' ■ ' _ ■ ■

According to the data available for that Decade, it appeared that the

total production of goods and services had increased by 6.7 per cent in the.

planned economy countries,of Eastern Europe, by 5.1 per cent in the developed"

market economy countries, and by less than 5 P®^ cent in the developing

countries. In-Africa an&^Latin America, one-quarter of the countries had

recorded an average annual growth rate of under -3 p©*1 oont, half of them
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had registered.a growth rate of from 3 to 6 per cent,v and the remaining

quarter had had rates of over 6 per cent. In,Asia, disparities, had been

more pronounced. . ■. . '

In agriculture, Asia and Africa had.had. an average annual: growth rate

of .2 per cent- Ho information- was. available..for Africa concerning the

annual increase in industrial production, which had "been 17 per cent in Asia?<

7 per cent in Latin America and in the developed ..countries, and 23 per. cent

in the planned economy countries of Eastern Europe.

..' In .Africa.,:-,the. contribution, of th'e extractive ^industries1 ;to the total

output, of goods 'and,.services..had risen from-5 per cent in i96O.to.lO per cent

,in.,1968.. ■ Similarly, ..the pr.Q.por,tiQnal value of mineral products in primary

.'commodity.- exports,,&&$ risen .from,,25. per cent in.1960 to 48 per. cent in 1968.

The-share,of .the.manufacturing industries in total output had increased from

9.9 per cent in i960 to 11.7 per cent-in 1968..

,,,: ,- During the. 1960s, economic growth, in the region had rarely been -the

result of balanced development in all sectors of the economy. Growth had

been most marked in countries whose economies had been stimulated .by external

demand for natural resources and especially mineral resources. .The overall

picture was "one of quite substantial'growth in the' mining sector, an above

average growth in the manufacturing sector and a small'increase in .the

agricultural ^sector. ■ . ...

Between 1965 and 1968, per capita output had increased by 1/ per cent

per annum as against: 2 per cent.between I960 and 1965' Despite all,the

efforts made by various-countries., the characteristic features of the situa

tion, were still the preponderance of ..an agricultural sector with a low

output ra^.a Qonsiferable; pQ.pw^atibn growth- and. .steadily rising unemploy-

ment. .•.■.■..<■-i-, ■; ■■.-.'j^., ;;' - ■ ■ ■. ;■ " ■' •."' ™..*'-;- ■, -r.<[ ■■; -_■ -:■;■■ '

That situation could'not continue without endangering-international '

peace and security. Consequently, there was reason to■wonder .Whether the

resources made available to the developing countries really, corresponded to

their requirements and whether multilateral assistance had been used

efficiently. • ' ' . .
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The Commission,, aware of that steady deterioration, had declared at its
- ■

ninth session that it had. "become more urgent than ever, before to review the

objectives and methods of the technical and financial assistance bodies of

the United Nations system in the region.

...That concern had also--been shared "by the World Bank, which had.

requested a Commission on International-Development,.presided over ,by .

Mr.: Lester Pearson, to s,tudy. the problems posed ~by co-operation for :develop-

ment. ■ .. . ■ , .

. . .For its part, UNDP, had entrusted Sir Robert Jackson with the task of

identifying the difficulties which impaired the capacity of UWDP and the

effectiveness of the United iTatipns. system and thus hampered the efforts

■to. co-operate with the developing countries, There was ah awareness,

.therefore, of the need to .ensure a rational utilization of the limited

resources placed at the disposal of the developing countries on the eve of

the Second Decade.

. The work of the Pearson* Commission had stressed the fact that

national co-operation over the past 20 years had been on an unprecedented

scale, but that assistance programmes had not been based on any precise

development policy. International support had flagged, the question arose

.whether the.developed countries would continue to provide assistance to the

developing countries, and. there was a sense of disillusionment about the

very nature of the aid relationship.

The Pearson report recommended that aid policies should be integrated

in a single strategy resting.firmly on the performance of the developing

countries themselves and on the commitments of the developed countries.

Appropriate measures, should be adopted to create a framework for free and

equitable international trade, to promote ihb flow of foreign private

investment, to establish a better partnership in development aid,to increase

the volume'of'aid, to'meet the problem of mounting debts, to redirect -bechnioal

assistance,""'to slow'the growth of population,- to revitalise aid to,education

and research, and to strengthen the multilateral aid system*
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The Study on the Capacity of the United Nations Development System,

- carried put'at the request of OTDP, had recommended an appropriate/study

of the regional and sab-regional structures of other'United Nations "bodies,

standardization of which was a sine qua non condition for improvement in the

\ capacity of the United Nations development system. ■ -

According to the recommendations of the Study, UttDP' should be

reorganized and its resources" strengthened with- &' view to making-i*. an

■ independent organisation fully responsible'for air aspects of■ development

aid. The revitalized ITOP would establish programmes in accordance with

a development co-operation cycle which would be based exclusively on •

activities undertaken at the national level and would Comprise various,

stages.

' According to the Study, the present administrative structure of UIDP

should be modified'so as to strengthen the role and functions of the

Resident Representatives, establishing regional offices in Few lork

- responsible, inter alia, for the co-ordination of U3TOP operations at the

regional level and setting up an information system which would concentrate

ail available data. . ' ,

After due consideration, the^Executive Committee had concluded that

those recommendations, if put into effect, would'restrict the role of the

Commission in member States and sub-regions, and that the less-developed

■' countries would have nothing to gain if their programmes were devised and

executed without account being taken of their immediate surroundings and

of. the prospects offered ~bj the sub-regions and by Africa as a whole.

The Executive Committee also pointed out that, in recommending that

country programmes should be based not only on development plans but also

on information concerning all the financial resources available, the author

of the Stuay had lost sight of. the fact that governments prepared their

plane in the light of their current economic, political and social positions

and"of their external relations. In fact, a political act was involved.
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,■-■. ; The new procedure, of."basing assistance on an overall country programme

rather than on specif^.c^pro jaots would require UHDP to obtain fairly detailed

information, on plans,, resources, agreements, with "bilateral assistance

agencies, ■■and so forth. Such a policy, would encounter strong opposition

from the African countries.

The Committee was no more enthusiastic about the recommendation that

the resources of the specialized agencies should, in the main, come from-

,■voluntary;, contributions,, a recommendation which, in its view, was■ likely

to result in a reduction in the asount of funds earmarked; for development.

In that ..connexion, ■. the Committee expressed the opinion that a United Rations

common development fund should "be established or the existing Capital

Development Fund utilized. . '

■ . In short?, the. reorganization, recommended "by the. Jackson Re.jp.ort would

result in a centralization in UHDP of the development aid machinery, of, the

United Nations system and in a Balkaniisation .of the development of the..Third

World in general' and of Africa in particular. The.author had concerned

himself with managerial-problems 'without paying attention to the effects of

economic and financial co-operation en the growth, of the ^countries .concerned,,

and without examining the need of those countries sooner or later to become

independent of medium-or long—term outside aid. ... . '. .

Development was not simply a question of transfers of funds and of

pre-investment studies useful to the rich countries; it was a complex process

of structural' transformation, the primary responsibility for which rested

with the Third World countries, and outside aid, however indispensable it

might be, should be regarded as a contribution supplementing the, efforts of

the developing countries themselves.. ■ '

It was because the real objective of international' co-operation for

development had not been properly understood that assistance programmes

over, the last 20 years had not achieved their objectives* ." .

Reverting to the International Development Strategy, he said that

Member States of the United Nations had pledged themselves to pursue

policies likely to create' a more just and rational economic and social

order. General Assembly resolution '2626(XXIV) had designated the 1970s aa '
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the Second. Development EooaeLej. and had proclaimed the objectives , it should

achieve. The first objective,■namely, an average.annual growth rate in the

gross domestic ■ product of at Least 6.per cent.,, would require a very great

effort "fay .Member States in all-; economic fields,-., and the implementation of

a coherent set of general'policy-measures. -•To- ensure the more effective

implementation of those measures^-f Member Sta-tes would haw to■ undertake

a.continuous review of the results of. the Decade using, for that prupose3

the services of the technical and financial international institutions set

up by the international community. v

In international trade? steps would have to be taken to cbtain ,an

international decision on commodities before the end of 1972 and efforts

made to ensure that the developed countries did not establish new tariff

or non-tariff barriers against imports of primary "products of particular

interest to developing countries. Special measures would have to be taken

to assist the least developed of the developing countries.

The developing countries would have to expand their capability to

apply science and technology for development and to review the international

conventions on patents. ■

Steps would have to be taken to augment and diversify production and

improve productivity, while, further research would have to b..e undertaken by

the international organizations concerned in the field of the optimum inter

national division of labour. Measures would also.have to be adopted to

promote social justice and to ensure the expansion and modernisation of tiio

economies of the developing countries. Within the framework of the global

strategy, the Commission would have to decide upon specific measures that

would enable the African countries to achieve the various production and

foreign trade growth rates implied by the 6 per cent annual gross domestic;

product growth target and by the target of a 3.5 Per oesxt annual growth in

the per capita gross .product.
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If better results were to be'achieved during the Decade, African

countries must effectively mobilize'national and external development \

resources^ secure the participation of all segments of the population

in activities designed to ensure the integration of the traditional

sector, .which was the least productive, in the more.dynamic modern;

sector? and promote structural changes with a.view to reducing almost,

complete dependence, on..external, factors so as to stimulate processes.- _

of transformation .and development.. As. to foreign trade-, steps;must be

taken to "bring .about ■ structural ..changes in economies- with .a .view,; to

their -transformation from, the .traditional pattern into a. mor.e -dynamic. .;

combination of agriculture- and manufacturing .industries, and efforts. ...

must be made to.obtain,foreign- exchange for the financing of development.

To ensure the coherence of"measures at the regional'level, it1was

essential to have co-ordinating machinery, and only an institution such/

as ECA' could"be entrusted with that tasks particularly as its new

structure assured it of the confidence of governments. Furthermore^

that co-ordinating function would.assist ECA in the performance of iis

primary task,, namely, that of promoting develppment. Past .experience1 ■

suggested that, in the absence of such co-ordinating machinery? point- ■

less rivalry rather than- collaboration between some institutions

tended to result in overlapping. It was clearly the duty of the United

Nations to ensure the rationalisation of all its operations at the .

nationals multinational and regional levels. Moreover, from the techni

cal assistance standpoint, the"world shortage of skilled labour made it

essential to ensure that optimum use was made of available skills. The

overall picture therefore revealed, the.imperative nee.d for greater co~.

ordinatipnj accompanied fey...a decentralization that :would -{transfer,. ■to .-.

ECA certain- activities which, were;, the-, responsibility of .United... Nations..

Headquarters and .Una'ted Nations, specialized, agencies operating in .Africa.

The Executive' Committee believed tirat^the proposed -restructuring of

the secretariat should ensure that the work of the sub-regional-offiees

complemented that of the member States and were linked to the activities

of UNEP"and of the organisations working in each sub-region. By acting
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as co-ordinators in their sub-region and. working in.close liaison with

the-Resident Representatives,■the.sub-regional offices should "be in a

position'to. introduce greater rationalization and thereby considerable

savings of resources in the operations of the. United. Nations, system.

In that connexion, the Chairman of the Executive Committee invited

attention to the opinions expressed" by the Joint Inspection Unit after

visiting the Commission secretariat and after discussions''with: African

member States. The Joint Inspection Unit had noted that African Govern

ments wished the Commission to become a more efficient and more prac- ■;

tical mechanism. It recommended the adoption of some measures -to

■relate- the tasks to its resources-or vice versa. Lastly, it considered',

that a careful study should be made of EGA and its functions and role

•d,n-.-Africa.. ."■. In its view. EGA should either confine its activities to its

assigned role of. research and advice and accept the fact that that role

did not fully satisfy African Governments, or its terms of reference

should be modified and geared to the practical needs and wishes of

African Governments, including limited operational activity if neces

sary, in which case. £CA should.be organizationally and .financially-

strengthened. ■ ...

The observations formulated by the Joint Inspection Unit reinforced

the comments and the recommendations of the United' Nations "Committee of

Seven", which recommended a study of the extent to which decentraliza

tion of the functions of Headquarters to the regional "economic commis-'-,■

si&ns was possible. The methods whereby such decentralization might

be achieved were, inter alia, the delegation of authority for implement

ing on behalf of the United Nations certain UUDR multi-country projects

and perhaps certain country projects! a better definition of their role

in the co-ordination, at the regional level; 'of the activities-of'the ■

organizations of'the United Nations system in'the economic and social

fields through joint .administrative arrangements^ more effective con

sultation regarding the, appraisal of UHDE and other regional and national

projects? the provision of adequate information on the progress of.imple

mentation of projects,, as well as participation in the various task ■
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forces and evaluation teamsj and closer' contacts' and "better continuing

liaison between-the secretariats-of"the regional -economic commissions,

on .the one hand,, and technical co-operation personnel on the other.

." "■■ That was what the member Sta:tes; had: requested at the Commission's

ninth session^ following which t&e:vEconomio and'Social Council;, "by .

resolution 1442(XLVII), had endorsed the reorganization ..proposals em

bodied in ECA resolutions 138(IX) ,and l89(ix) ,■ At its twenty-fourth

session, the General As.sembly had requested the Secretary-General .of

the United Nations :and the Sxecutive Secretaries of- the,.regional /economic

commissions to'intensify their efforts to meet more, satisfactorily the...- =

requirements of member States in-: development planning,-plan implementa

tion) public administration and management. In accordance with that

resolution, the Secretary-General -had established multinational inter

disciplinary development advisory teams which were to provide.' their

services to groups of four to seven countries. Preparations- liad already

been' made for the installation of"the first of those teams .in the region,

in Central Africa.

. ; .. Th,e recommendations of the Technical Committee of Experts concern

ing ..those teams could not be ever-emphasized. Since they had..been

created as part of a' certain strengthening of.the resources of the .

regional economic commissions, the financing of their-■ operations should

on. no account tax the already limited resources available to'"the: tJb'imriis-

sion. Direction and control ox' the activities of the- teams in-A-fri'ba

should be vested entirely in the secretariat of the Commission. -'Tri * ■'■ ' (l

view of the work to be done in the region during the Second I)ecad/e? ■ ; "■'■

the .Commission's resources';, while strengthened by the services of the

ijtiter-disciplinary teams, were still inadequate." The' questionnaire ■■ ■ • ■-■■' ■■■

prepared by .the Secretary-General for . the "'study of re'gion^l !s-fcrudtu£e& ■

in accordance with Economic and Social Council resolution 1"553(XLIX) ■ ■

.provided an opportunity of.re-emphasizing the resolutions adopted at ■

the Commission's, ninth'session, and- of--reaffirming .the determination

of African States to have the ■Commission and. its secretariat play a

more dynamic .role in the context-of the region's economic and social

development efforts.
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■ , By playing such a roles the Commission could serve as the focal,

point, for initiatives which could he reflected in sub-regional, regional

and global' efforts to promote economic and social development.in Africa.

■ .Following the General Assembly's proclamation of the International

Development Strategy for the Second Decade and the adoption of its

resolution .2687(XXV) on the role of the regional economic commissions .in

the Selconet United1 Nations Development Decade,,.. African-1 States;.should ■.. -": , ■:

urge that-the Commission "be provided with the .facilities and the re.-- ■/■■

sources- -required to ' pursue arid'"intensify'its efforts ;to' help ;proia"O;te'■ -"■■■■.

the expansion of regional9 sub-regional or inter-regional trad.e' in

the interest of economic co-operation between, and integration of,

African1 States.- ■ . . ■ . ' ,

The meeting was' suspended at 12.15 p.m. and resumed at 12.40 p»m»

Mr. GARDINER (Executive Secretary) drew the attention of

the delegations to the Secretary-General's questionnaire for the study

of regional structures mentioned by the Chairman of the Executive

Committee- Discussion of agenda item 5(*b) >" wki-0*1 covered that question^

would alone enable him to prepare the report requested of him9 inasmuch

as only four States had answered ir. writing.

Mr.. EELAI AEBAI (Ethiopia) said that discussion of the :

Executive Committee's report would involve four different documents.

To simplify matters? he proposed that the Conference should address

itself to the major questions dealt with in the report.. He identi

fied five questions: the role and the functions of the Executive Committees

the decentralization of activities from United Nations Headquarters to

ECA, and from EGA to the sub-regional offices?" personnel of the Commis

sion';' relations between the Commission and the" organizations of "the/"

United Nations family, and a review of the terms of reference of the

Commission's subsidiary bodies.

Mr. MJDAYAD1 (Kenya) said he would like the question of

travel and subsistence costs of Executive Committee members..to be added.


